GLASS SPHERULES IN UPPER EOCENE FLYSCH OF CROATIAN ADRIATIC - EVIDENCE OF AN IMPACT INTO CARBONATE TARGET?
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ABSTRACT

Glass spherules occur at 7 levels in Late Eocene flysch marls of Central Dalmatian Basin (Croatian Eastern Adriatic), which are exposed in hinterland of the city of Solin. The spherules occur at one level in Globigerinathea semiinvoluta zone, and in six levels of Globigerinathea index zone, and their stratigraphic spacing ranges from 1,5 m to 93,3 m. The best studied, and with most spherules recovered, is a composite turbidite 2-7, which is youngest in the sequence. It comprises impact-generated debris in its marl part, which is represented by perfectly clear (sometimes slightly dimmed) glass spherules 91 to 530 μ across; teardrop transparent microtektites 1225 μ long, and fragments of vesicular glass 450 to 1000 μ across. Some spherules and microtektites comprise small bubbles with diameter up to 41 μ. Chemical composition of the spherules, poor in SiO₂ and relatively rich in CaO and MgO indicates possible carbonate target.

1. INTRODUCTION

The hypothesis on multiple impacts around the Eocene / Oligocene boundary [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] triggered continuous lively discussions in impact community. The number of Eocene impacts is a very controversial issue [8, 9], and ranges from 2 [9, 10] to >6 [5]. The cited evidence of impacts were horizons with microtektites and spherules, the latter associated also with an Ir-anomaly. The microtektites horizon occurs in the upper part of the Globigeraspis semiinvoluta Zone (at 38,2 Ma), whereas other two closely spaced horizons occur in the lower part of the Globorotalia cerroazulensis Zone (at 37,3 and 37,2 Ma) [2, 3]. It was also noted that microtektites and spherule horizons are depleted in CaCO₃, possibly as a consequence of carbonate solution caused by corrosive bottom water during periods of global cooling [2, 4]. The age of the younger two microspherule horizons was subsequently revised, and was attributed to the latest Porticulastra semiinvoluta Zone [6]. Multiple Ir-anomalies, which suggest a sequence of closely spaced impacts during a period of 35,7-34,7 Ma (lower part of G. cerroazulensis Zone) were documented from deepmarine sediments in central Italy [7]. However, no spherules were found in association with those Ir-anomalies. Ref. [8, 11] differentiated true microtektites from glass spherules containing clinopyroxene. Spheroids with Ni-rich spinel were found in sediments of the lower part of the P16 Zone (35,7 Ma in age) at the Massignano section in Italy, in the horizon with Ir-anomaly [12].

Not only the number of impacts differs among various researchers, but also zonal boundaries (P 15 / P 16, P16 / P17) are attributed different ages by different authors [3, 6, 7, 12]. Thus, we will relay herein on biostratigraphical zonation, but also because we lack isotopic control of our sediment ages.

Late Eocene was a period of several well documented bolide impacts [13] (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact structure</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>diam. (km)</th>
<th>age (Ma)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chesapeake Bay</td>
<td>U.S.A.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>35.5 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popigai</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35.7 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawford</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>&gt; 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaxman</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>&gt; 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistassin</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>37 ± 1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanapitei</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>37.2 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* age revised in 2006 [14]

At present time, only two Eocene impact structures are recognized of sources of tektites/microtektites or spherule layers. The American tektite strewn field is associated with Chesapeake Bay impact crater [15, 16], and microkrystites of Indian and Pacific ocean are associated with Popigai impact crater of Northern Siberia [17].

2. THE STUDIED AREA AND DEPOSITS

The studied area is located in Central Dalmatia, Croatian Adriatic, near the Solin city (Fig. 1). Geologically, the studied area belongs to the “External Dinarides” unit [18,
and it is made of two stratigraphically and paleogeographically distinct units: a) carbonate platform succession of the late Mesozoic to early Tertiary age, and b) Tertiary flysch and molasse clastics [20].

The eastern Adriatic flysch stratigraphically spans from Middle Eocene [21], Bartonian [22] to the late Miocene [23, 24]. In the studied area, it is of carbonate composition and is overlain by, as well as locally interfingers with conglomeratic Promina Beds which are interpreted as molasse (Fig. 2). The Dalmatian flysch can be subdivided into three informal flysch "zones"; the lower-, middle- and upper flysch zone [24, 25, 26]. These zones correspond to the syn-rift (lower- and middle flysch zone) and post-rift (upper flysch zone) successions of the basin fill [25, 26]. The Lower Flysch Zone (LFZ) is ca. 750 m thick, but poorly exposed. Here predominate megabeds, whereas other lithofacies and their groups, such as turbidites, heterolithic sediments and conglomerates are subordinate. The Middle Flysch Zone (MFZ) is represented by ca. 180-190 m thick olistostrome [27] which is a single-event deposit, and represents a boundary between the ponded basin (LFZ) and a wider one (UFZ) without significant ponding of gravity flows [26]. The Upper Flysch Zone (UFZ) is ca. 860 m thick, and comprises various types of turbidites (which occur in the lower part of the Zone only), heterolithic sediments, sandy marls, sandy calcarenites, and conglomerates. Conglomerate wedges occur in the upper part of the LFZ and throughout the UFZ. They are interpreted as alluvial fans and their distal wedges [25], and attributed to episodes of relative sea-level falls [28].

Detailed descriptions of all faces represented in the studied succession is beyond the scope of this paper, and we will focus only on spherule-bearing turbidites.

Turbidites encompass two types of beds: a) Bouma-type Ta-e and Tc-e turbidites, some of which attain up to 47 m in thickness, and b) megabeds which are defined by thickness >10 m, and comprise two types of beds, based on the bed architecture: i) composite turbidites, and ii) complex beds [25, 26, 29, 30]. Megabeds are dominant bed-type in the LFZ, but in the UFZ occur restricted only to its lowermost part [26]. Composite turbidites are rare, only few being described in the literature. They are characterized by several lithologically uniform and normally graded thinning-upward units which are clearly erosive with contacts marked by slightly coarser debris, e.g. bed 2-7. In addition to current structures, the beds are also characterized by water-escape dish-and pillar structures, and convolutions of post-depositional origin. The 2-7 bed is made of 14 m thick calcarenite, and 24 m thick marls which comprise alternating massive and laminated units [29]. Complex beds are defined as bipartite beds composed of debride in the lower part and turbidite above, with a clear transitional contact between the two [25, 26]. The thickest bed studied is 180-190 m

Fig 1: Simplified geological map of Central Dalmatia. Key: 1 = Mesozoic carbonates, 2 = Lower-Middle Eocene carbonates, 3 = K-S olistostrome, 4 = Middle-Upper Eocene flysch with megabeds, 5 = Eocene-Oligocene conglomerates. Map after [24], modified.
thick K-S olistostrome [25, 26, 27], which contains olistoliths some of which reach up to 500,000 m³ in volume.

Fig. 2. Depositional succession of Central Dalmatia.

Bouma-type turbidites were deposited from low-density turbidity currents [31]. The final stage in their deposition was from the ponded turbidity current tails to account for large thickness of turbidite marls.

Megabeds were deposited from turbidity currents with high initial volume, and lutites were deposited from ponded turbidity current tails. The composite turbidites were deposited from closely-spaced sequence of flows which could be treated as essentially a single depositional event. Sharp contacts of component units are probably a result of successive flow surges. Intervals of the massive marls were deposited from ponded turbidity current tail, but laminated intervals were probably deposited under influence of bottom waves, such as seiches, or bottom currents. The complex beds are also single-event deposits, deposited from large-volume gravity flows. Their lower part (debrisite) was deposited by freezing of a debris flow, whereas their upper part was deposited from high-density turbidity current [31]. The initiation mechanism of such catastrophic events is commonly related to high-magnitude seismicity [32, 33, 34].

3. METHODS

The outcrop conditions allowed detailed sampling, and we attempted to avoid the weathering crust and altered sediments. Sampled were contacts of very finegrained arenite and marls in turbidites, turbidite marls at various levels above the bed base, and marl interbeds in heterolithic sediments. Typical sample was 100-200 grams, but the horizons with impactoelastic debris were successively re-sampled. To avoid contamination, samples were crushed in polyethylene bags, and disintegrated in 3 % solution of H₂O₂ and tap water, sieved through 65, 90, and 500 μm sieves and dried in microwave oven for 3-5 min. at 500 W. Mineral grains, spherules, microtektites and microfossils were hand-picked under stereo-microscope. Small magnetic spherules (ca. 60 μm across) were recovered by hand-magnet, although the procedure resulted in their magnetization. Chemical composition of spherules was made on JEOL JSM-6460LA electron microscope.

4. SPHERULE-BEARING BEDS

The studied turbidite succession comprises seven different stratigraphic horizons with glass spherules, metallic spherules, fragments of vesicular glass, and teardrop microtektites.

The spherules of Globigerinatha semiinvoluta zone (former P15, now E14 [25]) occur in the LFZ, ca. 20 m below the K-S olistostrome base. They occur in T₆₄ turbidite bed 315. Although the K-S olistostrome was a candidate for a syn-impact bed, only rare scattered metallic spherules are found at various levels of its marl part.

The spherules of Globigerinatha index zone (former cerroazulensis zone, P16, now E15) occur at six levels in the UFZ, which are stratigraphically referred to prominent sequence boundary in base of coarsegrained fan delta III [25] (SB) (Fig. 3). The first spherule horizon of this zone occurs in the bed 3-45 which is 3.5 m thick T₆₄ turbidite 11.5 m below the SB. The second horizon is 5 cm thick marl layer of the 3-69 bed, located 50 cm below the SB. The third horizon is 2.5 m thick T₆₄ turbidite 3-83 located 2.25 m above the SB. The fourth horizon is 1 m thick T₆₄ turbidite 3-88 located 4.75 m above the SB. The fifth horizon is marl layer associated with heterolithic interval 2-5, located 85 m above the SB. The sixth horizon is 38 m thick composite turbidite 2-7 located 93.3 m above the SB. It yielded largest number of glass spherules, vesicular glass fragments, metallic spherules, and microtektites, which occur in largest number at arenite-marl transition, and exclusively in units of the laminated marl.
5. IMPACT GRAINS

The spherules in *Globigerinatheka semiinvoluta* zone (E14) are up to 80 μm in diameter. The glass spherules are yellowish tinted and transparent, some are black opaque, whereas metallic ones are grey with metallic luster.

![Glass spherule 2-7C-6](image)

Fig. 4. Glass spherule 2-7C-6

![Glass spherules and microtektites. Bed 2-7.](image)

Fig. 5. Glass spherules and microtektites. Bed 2-7.

The glass spherules, vesicular glass, metallic spherules and microtektites in *Globigerinatheka index* zone (E15) are morphologically all very similar. The glass spherules are perfect spheres (Figs. 4, 5), 91 μm to 530 μm in diameter. Usually they are water-clear (Fig. 5), sometimes slightly dimmed, or with pearl luster. Sometimes small spherules are attached at the large ones, and close inspection (SEM) of their surface revealed small and shallow, flat-bottom, crater-like structures probably formed by escaping fluids. The metallic spherules are 80 μm to 180 μm in diameter. They are commonly highly magnetic, sometimes with metallic luster, sometimes dull. The fragments of vesicular glass measure 450 μm to 1000 μm across, and are made of whitish to yellowish, commonly untransparent glass. Teardrop microtektites are up to 1225 μm long, most commonly made of transparent milky glass. Sometimes they have one "tail", sometimes two (Fig. 5). The
microtekite glass commonly comprises small vesicles with diameter up to 41 μm, and their surface is pitted with small fluid-escape craters.

| Spherule from the bed 2-7: |  
|--------------------------|---|
| SiO₂ | 28.90  
| Al₂O₃ | —   
| Al₂O₃ | —   
| Fe₂O₃ | —   
| CaO | 17.22  
| MgO | 7.84   
| FeO | 0.80   
| ZnO | 0.50   
| TiO₂ | 0.42   
| MnO | 0.36   
| CuO | 0.19   
| Na₂O | 0.28  
| K₂O | 0.25   
| P₂O₅ | 0.23  
| SO₃ | 1.17   
| SO₂ | —     
| CO₂ | 41.01  
| NiO | —     
| Cr₂O₃ | —    
| L.O.I. | —   
| — | 99.17 |

### 6. DISCUSSION

Spherules of *G. semiinvoluta* and *G. index* zone differ in size and colour; the former are smaller, partly transparent, partly opaque, yellowish to brownish in colour, whereas the latter are larger and usually perfectly clear. The two very likely represent impactites of different impact events. We will try to address this hypothesis in continuation of our research.

Although spherules of the *G. index* occur at six (!) levels, they are all morphologically almost identical, they all have the same association of vesicular glass, metallic spherules, and mineral grains, so resedimentation can not be positively ruled-out as possible cause of stratigraphic repetition of one spherule horizon. However, many samples were analyzed from intermediate levels/beds, with no spherules or other impact grains found.

Composition of analyzed spherule from *G. index* zone (Table 2) shows significant difference from spherules of North American strewn field [6, 37, 38], as well as spherules from Italian sections attributed to Popigai impact [12]. The major difference is in low SiO₂ content (28.9%), and higher CaO and MgO content. The difference is also marked by ZnO, CuO, P₂O₅, SO₃, and particularly by high CO₂ content, which are unreported in published data on Upper Eocene spherule composition.

### 7. CONCLUSION

The Central Dalmatian Upper Eocene flysch succession comprises two horizons of impact-derived spherules, the older in *G. semiinvoluta* and younger in *G. index* zone.

The composition of spherules recovered from the 2-7 composite turbidite indicates possible sedimentary target of a large impact, very likely composed of limestones and dolomites. Since their composition greatly differs from other Upper Eocene spherules, particularly North American strewn field, as well as Popigai-derived microkrystites, we speculate that the source of analyzed spherules is yet undiscovered Late Eocene large impact structure.
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